
DOUBLE BATCH – SOLUTION

CRUMS 2016 — September 24, 2016
Written by: Sara Schulz & Alex Walker

By now, puzzlers have hopefully realized that each answer is ten letters long. Flavor-text suggests
that these ten answers should be arranged in the grid such that the [letters] of each [answer] match
up nicely with their neighbors. Since each pink square is adjacent to at least one other pink square,
we interpret this to mean that pink squares represent letter-matching. This gives a unique order
on our ten answers:

E R R O R P R O N E

B L A N K S P A C E

G R E E N G L A S S

Y O U R S T R U L Y

S T O R M S C A L E

C A N I S M I N O R

W I G H T W H I N E

J O L L Y R O G E R

E A R L Y B I R D S

B L A C K B O X E S

The next thing to notice (and perhaps, something that teams noticed early on) is that each of
the ten-letter answers appears as a pair of two five-letter words. More is true, even – each of these
two-word phrases has exactly one letter which appears in the same position in each five-letter half.
(One might say that the pairs have Hamming distance four.) Extracting this common letter from
top to bottom gives the meta answer, BROWN SUGAR.

CONSTRUCTION NOTES

The first two puzzles written for this hunt were RE:Morsels and Gold Standard, written in April
2016. It happened, by pure coincidence, that the answers to these puzzles were 5 + 5 phrases with
internal Hamming distance 4. We embraced this structure when we decided to write more than
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two puzzles, and the main restriction on the meta was born. (The final ordering mechanic came
much later, when we decided that the meta should enable back-solving. The fact that we could
obtain a unique ordering from the pink squares was probable but not guaranteed.)

After settling on a mechanic for the meta, we looked for a thematic final answer. The answer
we chose, BROWN SUGAR, fit the CRUM(B)S theme, was a 5 + 5 phrase, contained an A and
an O (so we could use our already-built puzzles), and had a cute connection to Brown University.
It’s probably too guessable for a longer hunt, but you can get away with more on a weekend event.
(The two teams that guessed the meta answer did so before completely understanding the meta
structure, which suggests that it was too guessable.)

With the meta locked we began to look into the eight remaining feeder answers. There’s not
much to say that hasn’t been said on individual puzzle pages, but as a bit of trivia I’ll include some
of the potential answers that we did not end up building puzzles around:1

B: baked beans, blood-borne, badly burnt, beach bunny, rugby clubs, basic bitch
R: april first, train wreck, greek drama, water color, oscar meyer
W: willy wonka, wagon wheel, white water, newly unwed, whale watch, wrist

watch, world-weary
N: lunch money, human brain, point blank, punch lines, final canto, lunar month
S: steak sauce, sixth sense, disco music, gypsy curse, cross words
U: lucky punch, dutch tulip, fully cured, lucky guess, punch buggy, quack

cures, young adult, imgur album
G: legal eagle, grimm goose, greek games, going greek

These answers were found using Nutrimatic, with some post-processing to prune based on the
Hamming distance condition. Few appear in the top hits, so back-solving seems unlikely without
a bit more information.

In hindsight, I would have liked to design a more involved meta. This was hard to do in this
case because we wanted to include our two existing answers (and there were no firm plans to make
a full hunt when writing began), but this is certainly something that I’ll pay more attention to in
the future. Metas are special and you only get to write a few.

1Some great answers were ignored for being too obvious. Most were ignored for being boring in one way or another.
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